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Goals

- Building chapters cooperation
- Increasing the content on Wikipedia and Wiki Commons
- Enhancing the community
- Finding new volunteers and members of Wikimedia Serbia
Programme – Day 1

Palić, Serbia

- Presentation and training for editing Wikipedia
- Workshop (topics related to Serbia)
- Photo-tours in 2 cities with a tour-guide
Programme – Day 2

Szeged, Hungary

- Photo-tour through Szeged and Ferenc Móra Museum
- Workshop (topics related to Hungary)
- Team building
Programme – Day 3

- State of the chapters – getting to know each other’s work
- Case Study – creating mini projects in order to strengthen the cooperation between WMRS and WMHU
- Certificates
Metrics

- 8 new and 5 improved articles (topics related to Serbia)
- 16 new and 3 improved articles (topics related to Hungary)
- 3 photo tours (Palić, Subotica, Szeged)
- 20 participants

Page on Wikipedia & Gallery on Commons
Photo tours

- Three cities, three sightseeing tours
  - Ferenc Móra museum
  - Synagogue of Subotica
  - Serbian orthodox church
  - City house
Lessons learned

- Working in group gives better results
- Strengthening the community
- New volunteers who continue to work on Wikipedia and Wikimedia projects (education projects, competitions on Wikipedia, WLE, WLM)
- Better communication in preparatory part
- Bigger motivation
See more…

- Wikimedia Blog post
- Video on Commons
- Page on Wikipedia
- Photo Gallery on Commons
- Newsletter on Outreach
Thanks for listening :) 

Any questions?